Pro Tips for Greenleaf Catering
We know that planning any type of party or event can be overwhelming and
take lots of time and energy, but we’re here to help!
Greenleaf’s catering menu is the perfect fit for daily corporate catering and casual home
gatherings. Enjoy Greenleaf farm-to-table favorites in group sized portions, perfect for
all occasions: private gatherings, holidays, and at the office.

presentation
Our salads, sandwiches and social starters look great in your favorite serving bowl,
platter or on a cutting board. Don’t be afraid to re-plate items!
Before serving or re-plating salads, set some of the salad toppings off to the side - lightly
toss the salad with dressing and then arrange the toppings you saved on top for the perfect
finishing touch. (You can always dry toss if your guests prefer adding the dressing to their liking.)
When laying out your buffet, position the plates at the beginning of your spread, with utensils
and napkins at the end so guests don’t have a handful of items while plating their food.
Add creative aesthetics to your buffet by using upside-down crates, wire down baskets or cake
stands to display items at different heights; you can also use one of our Greenleaf labeled boxes just flip upside down and cover with a nice cloth or piece of fabric. You could even decorate
with some greenery around it to give that extra “WOW” factor.

knowing how much to order
Whether it’s an office gathering or a baby shower - when ordering our sandwich or wrap
platters, we recommend one half sandwich or wrap for every guest - but always plan
for some of your guests to take more than that.
If you’re hosting a mid-afternoon cocktail party or a gathering of light bites, 4-5 bites per
person from our social starters. For evening cocktail parties where the food is intended to
replace dinner, we suggest 7-8 bites per person. (Keep in mind, our sliders are a little more
filling than other social starters on our menu, so you can count those as 2 bites.)
No matter what the occasion you’re planning for, our dedicated Catering Sales Managers
are here to guide you along the way! Cater for groups of 6 to 6,000 with our deliciously
designed packages, platters, boxed lunches & individually packaged meals - with menu
items to fit all dietary lifestyles. Available 7 days a week, with delivery or pick up
available from all Greenleaf restaurant locations.

